
FoHP  Minutes June 2021:

1: Present:  HF,  IC, OH, ET, SM, JE, JV.

2: Minutes : accepted.

3: Report on the Wildlife  Walk
 The Wildlife Walk  headed  by Lucy Starling was a great success with  13 people attending, FoHP 
and FoSG combined. The revelation was the importance of listening in silence. A range of birds 
were seen  and listened to, and a wide range of damsel, mayflies and dragonflies.  We could to 
follow up  with   another bat evening ( Laura Mulholland )  at the end of the season perhaps. To be 
decided later in the year  (HF,ICC).

3: Drinking Water Fountain (IH) : The advice is that  it will be  connected to a water meter. This 
poses the question as to who should fund  the water. FoHP are happy to finance the  fountain, but 
not the ongoing water costs. Our councillors have been informed and  a meeting with Wessex water 
is being arranged. SM  asked about maintenance (IH to continue) .

5: Council Activity 
The Lombardy Poplar: the  tree fell on the Thursday 27th ,  handled pretty well by the tree team  
under the circumstances.  It brought down a healthy ash, a small rowan and badly damaged a holly 
which  should be taken down ( HF).  The trunks have been left in situ which  after three weeks  
remains a problem. The  chippings were deposited on the grass 2m away from the  composting 
compound and after 2 weeks  was moved  into the bushes by 8 volunteers over 2 hours. It was 
subsequently discovered that the Parks Department, Royal Victoria Park,  were crying out for 
woodchips.  The poor of coordination, information flow and cooperation within the council and 
between the council and the Friends Group needs to be improved. 

6: The Pond Pumps.  These have been turned on  after but one outlet is not functional..  We can 
offer to get this serviced annually. These have been a particular problem which the Council 
recognise and  work is needed to address this properly. The pumps were refurbished at the end of 
last year, and  proposals including lighter  manhole covers were suggested. 

7: Bird Boxes: One has been stolen and  will be replaced.  The others will be  cleaned out (HF).

8: Trails :  
8.1: HF will deliver the  trails to the nearby hotels. 
8.2: JE has made contact with the local schools and one has   responded.  JE and ET are in  
collaboration with new trails for children aimed at particular aspects of the curriculum. We need to 
make sure that the schools are interested before spending money  and effort on these (JE, ET to 
collaborate with IH's daughter etc. ).

9: Tree Labels: 
 HF  has the  address of the tree label company, we have agreed the strategy for choosing the trees, 
HF has to redesign a section of  the website  to enable qr codes to be constructed for the labels.

10: Activities
 For these it is probably better to prepare in  outline rather than detail as regulations may change and
we  have no need to prepare fully yet.  



10.1: Members / Joint PERA gathering:  

Suggested date : September, Sunday 12.9.21.
 PERA members are very keen and potentially this is a good idea.  PERA have cancelled their 
pavillion tea party.  In principal we should not charge, but we could use the Syrian Kitchen to 
provide savouries, and we can provide  cakes and tea and juice. BYO alcohol.  We do not expect 
more than 60 to attend. We need to clean the  kitchen thoroughly, sort out gazebos tables and chairs 
The Great Baldini costs £75 at last  asking. We need to ask members to prepare bunting. Suggested 
that we should invite the local hotels and shops as well.

Organisation and Council contact:  SM coordinates with  PERA, leaving PERA to do the bulk of 
the work under  instruction. 

10:2: Carols
HF to ask the Choir. The usual preparations, lights, mince pies, sausage rolls,   Gazebo if it rains  
( we now have the front lawn).  HF to ask the Choir and to check the carol sheets. 


